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guide

recipes ★ how tos ★ what to know

ood has a way of bringing people together and we thought
what better way to connect with our audience than by
putting together our first-ever food lover’s guide. We covered
all the bases, from learning how to properly make homemade
pasta and the techniques you can practice to become a better
wine expert to what you need to know when purchasing
fresh seafood and why befriending your local butcher may be
in your best interests. We also tapped a handful of South

Jersey’s finest restaurants to provide us with a recipe for a standout
dish pulled right from their menus so you can try to recreate the
magic in your very own kitchen. We hope you brought an appetite.
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F I V E  S P I C E :  
1 tbsp. ground cinnamon powder
1 tbsp. ground clove powder
1 tbsp. ground fennel seed powder
1 tbsp. ground Szechwan 
peppercorn powder
1 tbsp. ground star anise powder

1. Combine all ingredients in
blender or coffee grinder.
2. Blend until finely ground.

PUMPK IN  GNOCCH I :
10 oz. fresh pumpkin, steamed or
boiled 
1/2 cup ricotta 
1 1/4 cup all-purpose flour
1/3 cup finely grated parmesan
cheese
1 egg
1/4 tsp. salt
Pinch of ground black pepper

1. Place pumpkin and remaining
gnocchi ingredients in a bowl. Use
a wooden spoon to mix well until
turned into soft dough.  
2. Lightly dust table with flour and
roll mixture into 1/2 inch rope. Using
a fork or knife, press down lightly
and cut rope into 1/2 inch portions
3. Bring a large pot of water to
boil with 1/2 tablespoon of salt in
water.
4. Scrape gnocchi into boiling
water and cook for about one
minute or until all gnocchi rise to
top of water. Strain and set aside.

SAGE  BUTTER  SAUCE :
1/2 cup unsalted butter
1 clove minced garlic

1 bulb minced shallot
4 leaves fresh sage finely chopped 
or 2 tsp. of dried sage

PORK  
T ENDERLO IN :
2 each 1 lb. loins cleaned

1. Heat oven to 400 degrees  
2. Rub pork tenderloins with five
spice blend and heat oven-proof
skillet on medium-high heat. 
Add thin layer of oil, then sear 
the tenderloins on each side for 
2-3 minutes until brown crust
forms.  
3. Put the skillet in the oven and
cook tenderloins for close to 10-15
minutes. The pork will be done
when the juices run clear when
poked with knife or fork.  
4. Take pork out of pan and let rest
on cutting board for 5-7 minutes
before cutting. While pork is
resting start cooking the pumpkin
gnocchi.

GNOCCH I  C OOK ING :
1. Melt butter in pan over medium
heat. Stir in garlic and shallot and
cook until light golden brown and
softened.  
2. Add sage to mixture then add
gnocchi and cook until the pasta is
hot and has a light caramelized
coating. 

Arrange the hot pumpkin gnocchi
on a dish of choice. Cut the rested
pork tenderloin into medallion
slices and layer across the gnocchi
and garnish with chopped parsley.

Café Madison’s
Five Spice Pork Tenderloin with
Pumpkin Gnocchi and Sage Butter Sauce

the basics

★ O N  B R E A D★

Whether it’s a dinner roll or a fine French
baguette, not all bread is created equal. Here, Josue S.
Negron of Dulce Artisanal Pastry in Collingswood gives us
the goods on what to be on the lookout for when seeking
out quality bread. 

If you’re looking for a good crust, you want a golden
color and crisp texture. “The caramelization of the sugars
lends the bread that golden color and packs a lot of flavor
as well,” Negron says. French-style artisanal breads will
generally have such a crust, but possess a soft, airy crumb. 

When you pair bread with a plate of food, you’re creating
a new experience of that dish which can become complicated

if prior thought isn’t factored in. “You may know the dense
structure and adaptable flavor of the semolina works with
your red sauce pasta dish, but what about French-style black
olive and thyme batard? Or a beer bread boule?” says Negron.

Baking bread at home may be ambitious but Negron
says the key is that the flavor you want to be at the fore-
front should be incorporated in the final dough. “For
example, the levain for a sour whole wheat or sour rye
boule should use rye flour to provide structure for the
bread, but only the sour rye has the rye flour in the final
dough whereas the sour whole wheat has a comparable
amount of whole wheat flour in its final dough,” he says.
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any people love nothing more than a glass of winewith
dinner or perhaps as they decompress from a long day at

the office, but not everyone enjoys wine in the

same way. For every one of us who feel

no shame drinking a glass of white

poured from a box in the fridge, there is

someone who would easily spend $1,000 on a

coveted vintage. Indeed, to know wine is to

love wine, but with so much ground to cover

in between, trying to become well-versed in

the culture isn’t that easy. 

David Moore, co-founder of Moore

Brothers Wine Company in Pennsauken,

has been buying and selling wines for

more than four decades along with his

brother Greg and they have a saying they

like to incorporate whenever someone

asks them how they can become a more

seasoned oenophile: “Wine’s a simple plea-

sure and a really complicated subject.”

So how can you become better educated

without coming across as a total wine snob?

We spoke with some local authorities in the

matter to gain an increased understanding on

some of the little things you can do to enhance

your knowledge. Their advice may not make you

an overnight sommelier, but following these tips can

take you from novice to knowledgeable in no time.

FOR  S TARTERS
Before you can fully wrap your head around wine, you have to

study the benchmarks that producers try to emulate. For example,

no matter where in the world a bottle of Riesling is made, the bench-

mark is Germany. “It took me 20 years to realize this,” says Gary

Pavlis, a Rutgers University professor and certified wine judge.

“Everyone that wants to learn about wines should start with the

benchmark.” This allows you to get a foundation of taste and flavor

profile so that when you sample a variety that is different from the

benchmark, you can identify the nuances more easily and help give

yourself a better sense of wine from a worldwide perspective.

READ  THE  LABE L
“Understanding a wine label is huge,” says George Katsikis, gen-

eral manager of Caffe Aldo Lamberti in Cherry Hill. “Cali-

fornia calls their wines by the grape, France by the region.

… You have to understand what are you are

drink ing.” Also, knowing a thing or two

about vintage can be huge. Little pocket guides can inform you

about certain years and other notable factors such as how the

weather may have affected the wine during that growing season. 

ESTATE  W INES
When looking for a truly great bottle of wine, it doesn’t necessarily

need to cost an arm and a leg, but it should be produced in small

batches. “If the wine is in every liquor store or if you see an ad for it

in a magazine, you don’t buy it,” Moore says, citing the adjuncts

placed by many large winemakers. “If a reasonably informed person

had the choice of a jar of handmade marinara sauce from a woman

in Abruzzi or a jar of Ragu, they’d choose the former because it

would be a much better experience.” Katsikis calls these artisan bot-

tles special because of the care and attention to detail put

into their production. “The fruit is sourced from

the estate, vinified on the estate and it is bottled

on the estate; it’s a one-stop shop. They are not

sourcing grapes from here and there and

blending them,” he says. Because these wines

are not overly produced, the consistent quality

is overwhelmingly evident.

A  GOOD  Y EAR
Whether you have a mini wine fridge or a

full-blown cellar, storing and aging wine is

a must with certain bottles as they will only

become more complex and enhanced.“The

thing that people will start to realize when

they get into wine is how wonderful it is

when it ages,” Pavlis says. “There are wines

that with time reach a whole other level of

enjoyment. [For instance] I’ll never drink a

Bourdeaux before it’s 10 years old.”

THE  P ERFECT  MATCH
Fine food and fine wine are nearly synonymous,

but not everyone grasps how to properly pair the two.

“The mistake people make is choosing the wine before

they choose the food,” says Katsikis, who suggests thinking

about what dish you are eating and what flavor profiles of wine

will help elevate the experience, such as pairing a white wine with

shellfish or a red with lamb. “People will say, I only drink white or

I only drink red and that there are no rules, drink what you want,

but I don’t get along with that,” Pavlis says. “If you have a cabernet

with lobster it’s going to taste like cardboard.”

RA I S E  A  G LAS S
If you want to become a better wine expert you’ll have to drink more

of it. “The only way to expand your knowledge is to drink as much

variety as you can,” says Moore. “One of the things you’ll learn over

time is how to identify good farming, just by tasting the wine and

that can only happen when you drink [lots of it].” For Pavlis, experi-

menting is part of the fun. “You’ll never be a total wine expert, you’ll

never know everything and that is the best part,” he says. Katsikis

sums it up by saying no matter how well-versed he is in

the subject, everyone’s palate is different and wine -

making is a constant evolution. 

“We learn every day.”

M

how to become

A BETTER
WINE EXPERT
❖ ❖
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I N GRED I ENTS :
1/2 bunch of celery
2 medium-sized sweet onions 
2-3 medium-sized carrots 
1/3 cup vegetable or canola oil 
4 cups mild Italian sausage
1/4 cup chopped fresh garlic 
2 bay leaves 
2 quarts of chicken stock 
2 quarts of vegetable stock or water 
6-pack of your favorite seasonal stout or ale
salt & pepper 

SAUSAGE  I N STRUCT I ONS :
Pan-cook 4 cups of mild Italian sausage (small crum-
bles) in a large sauté pan over medium-high heat.
Halfway through add 2 beers and simmer on low for 
15-20 minutes. Put aside for later when finished. 

SOUP  I N STRUCT I ONS :  
1. Cut your carrots, onions and celery into a small-
medium sized dice, almost the size of a normal
tomato bruschetta. 
2. Add 1/3 cup oil to a large soup pot and place over
medium heat. Just as soon as the oil begins to barely
smoke add your cut vegetables, 1/4 cup chopped garlic
and 2 bay leaves all together. Stir and cook until your
vegetables are almost translucent, don’t overcook.
3. Add 2 quarts of chicken stock and vegetable
stock/water and bring to a boil. 
4. Add 4 beers and lower to a hard simmer. Let soup
broth reduce by 1/3 to 1/2. Add cooked sausage and
braising liquid. Bring back to a boil and lower to a
light simmer for 25 minutes. 
5. Remove from heat, add salt and pepper to taste
and serve immediately.

C.C. Kitchen’s
Sausage and Stout Soup
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WHY YOU SHOULD

GET TO KNOW
THE BUTCHER

❖ ❖

GETT ING  TO  KNOW  EACH
OTHER
A trip to the butcher shop is not like

walking the meat aisle at your super-

market where you simply peruse the

selections and dump something in your

cart. Rather, a butcher is all about the per-

sonal interaction with their customers,

many of whom they’ll get to know by

name quickly. “Most butchers love to

share with customers and like to get to

know them,” says Jeff Bringhurst, of

Bringhurst Meats in Berlin. At Trim-Rite

Meats in Washington Township, Steve

Casalnova also

cites the per-

sonalized ser-

vice as being

one of the

biggest reasons to visit

a butcher shop. “A cus-

tomer walks through the door,

they become our only focus.

That never happens in a 

supermarket,” he says.

BUT  KNOW  THE  D I F F ERENCE
Any quality butcher knows more than

just how to shoot the breeze with cus-

tomers though, they also know how to

handle whole animals. Whereas a meat

cutter can open a vacuumed sealed bag of

product and cut it into pieces, a true

butcher can take an animal and make all

the cuts, sausage, smoked meats, etc. “We

can really serve our customers well from

start to finish,” says Bringhurst.

MEAT  O F  THE  MATTER
Having an event or hosting a large family

gathering and need some help? That’s

what butchers live for. Asking questions

is not only OK, it’s encouraged so that

they can best guide you in the right direc-

tion. That may include suggesting other

cuts or helping you stay within budgetary

constraints. “We can customize your 

purchase to fit your specific need,

whether it’s one meal or for a party or

special occasion,” says Casalnova.

A  FRESH  APPROACH
Butcher shops tend to carry a higher

quality of product and “because [they]

generally don’t have a ton of inventory,

it assures a fresher

product,” Casalnova

says. “A butcher

should also know

what grades they

carry and where

they are sourced,”

Bringhurst says. That

means they can not

only tell you where 

the animal came from, but how they 

were raised and how to best prepare 

them at home.

FORGET  THE  C OOKBOOK
Bringhurst warns customers to not

expect everything you prepare to look

like a picture in a cookbook. In fact, he

says “some cookbooks don’t use the

actual cut in the photos.” That’s where a

knowledgeable butcher can pay divi-

dends. “Butchers know the best cuts of

meat for your recipes, the quantity

needed and the cooking instructions,”

says Bringhurst. 

WALKING INTO A BUTCHER SHOP CAN BE A BIT OVERWHELMING, IF NOT A TAD
INTIMIDATING, WITH A CASE FULL OF VARIOUS CUTS OF MEAT, SOME FOREIGN
TO THE AVERAGE PERSON. BUT YOU SEE THAT GUY BEHIND THE COUNTER WITH
THE PENCIL BEHIND HIS EAR, WIELDING A CLEAVER AND WEARING THE SOME-
WHAT BLOODY APRON? YOU SHOULD MAKE FRIENDS WITH HIM IMMEDIATELY

BECAUSE THE BENEFITS ARE MUCH GREATER THAN YOU CAN IMAGINE.



ou don’t have to be a fishmonger to appre-
ciate a beautifully seared tuna steak or a

succulent lobster tail, but you should know

a thing or two about the proteins you are

purchasing. With so many different species each

with their own nuances in taste and flavor,

seafood is vastly different from beef. So how can

you tell what environment a fish was raised in?

What should fresh seafood smell like? Is it true

you can tell a lot about a fish by looking into its

eyes? To find out the answers to these questions

and more, we spoke with two seafood-centric

chefs, Bill Fischer of Fischer’s Pelican in Wash-

ington Township and Mike Stollenwerk of Two

Fish in Haddonfield, to gain some expertise.

The one thing to remember when buying

fresh fish is that it should always be firm and

have a nice color to it, according to Fischer.

“The firmer the fresher and it should never

have an odor of any kind,” Fischer says. Stol-

lenwerk agrees. “Any fish that smells or tastes

‘fishy’ are not fresh. It should smell clean and

fresh like the ocean,” says Stollenwerk.

THE  WHOLE  P I C TURE
If buying a whole fish, there are several things

that will gauge the freshness of the seafood.

Stollenwerk says you’ll want to check the eyes

to make sure they are bright and clear and not

sunken and cloudy, which would signify the

fish has been sitting around too long. He also

recommends pressing the fish with your fin-

gers. “It should spring back and not be soft and

squishy,” he says. The gills are another good

indicator, says Fischer. “The gills should be

purple or red.” And don’t discard anything. “The

head, bones and fins can be used to make fish

stock which can be used for soups and sauces or

frozen for later use,” offers Stollenwerk.

THE  TA I L  END  O F  THE  S TORY
Both chefs prefer wild-caught fish to farm-

raised, but in some instances, such as with

salmon, there are exceptions, especially in the

offseason. But you still have to pay attention

and you’ll want to determine what type of envi-

ronment the fish was raised in. “Check the size

of the tail,” says Fischer. “If it’s a big salmon, say

15 pounds, and its tail is as wide as a deck of

cards, you know it grew up in a fishbowl.” 

COLD  S TORAGE
Freezing seafood also isn’t ideal, but if you must

Stollenwerk suggests a technique that will

ensure the best possible results and this includes

“glazing” the fish first. This is done by placing

unwrapped fillets or steaks in the freezer until

frozen and then removing them and dipping in

ice water before placing back in the freezer and

repeating those steps until the fish is encased in

a thin layer of ice. You then put the seafood in a

freezer bag and you can store it for up to six

months. “Glazing creates a protective

barrier and will keep your fish in 

a better form once defrosted,” 

Stollenwerk says.

I N GRED I ENTS :
10 lbs. ground beef
18 eggs
3 cups fine breadcrumbs
1/2 cup garlic
1 cup parsley
1 tbsp. black pepper
3 tbsp. salt
3 loaves Italian bread cut into cubes
3 cups grated cheese

D IRECT I ONS :
1. Soak Italian bread in water and then add ground
beef to a large mixing bowl and season with salt,
pepper, parsley, garlic and add cheese and eggs.
2. Add bread cubes and mix well by hand
3. Add breadcrumbs to mixture and blend
4. Form meatballs with a portion scooper and fry in 
a cast iron pan

Joe Italiano’s 
Maplewood’s
Famous Meatballs

H O W  T O  C H O O S E  
T H E  R I G H T S E A F O O D
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★ O TH E R  R U L E S  O F  T H UMB★

When buying crabmeat, both chefs
look for domestic crabmeat first and if
that’s not available they advise looking
for pasteurized crabmeat, but neither
chef recommends buying Chinese or
frozen varieties. “Chinese crabmeat is
handled differently and it’s mealy and

will break down,” Fischer says. 

When it comes to scallops, ask for
them “dry,” which means they haven’t
been introduced to any chemical brine

to increase shelf life. 

Shrimp should smell sweet and be
plump with a bright, shiny colored shell.
If the shell is saggy and faded, the fish

has sat around too long.

It’s always best to purchase lobsters
that are alive so there is no doubt about

freshness.

When grilling a fish, you want a fish
with a little more fat content like a

Spanish mackerel or swordfish. Flakier
fish like snapper, bass, halibut and

salmon are ideal for pan searing, while
very delicate fish like cod, flounder and

trout are best baked in the oven.

Y



I N GRED I ENTS :
8 Yukon potatoes
1 bunch rosemary
2 cups heavy cream
1 lb. unsalted butter

EQU I PMENT  NEEDED :
1 casserole dish lined

2 sheets parchment paper
1 small pot 
Peeler
Mandoline

1. Preheat oven to 375 degrees, peel potatoes and
slice on mandoline to smallest setting. Place potatoes
in water to prevent oxidization. Heat butter, rose-
mary and cream on low and season with salt and
black pepper to taste.
2. Lightly butter casserole dish and line with parch-
ment until the bottom of casserole dish is completely
covered. Drain water from the potato and begin the
first layer. When layering, place potatoes so they
slightly overlap one another and work from left to
right until one row is completed. Do this process until
the bottom is covered. Season with salt and pepper
and ladle a small amount of butter and cream mixture
until the potatoes are lightly covered. Do this process
until all of the potatoes are used.

3. Cover casserole with parchment paper and press
down firmly until a small amount of cream rises to the
surface. Cover with aluminum foil and bake at 375
degrees for 35 minutes.
4. Unwrap foil from casserole and let cool down at
room temperature. Place filled cans or weights on top
of casserole and distribute evenly. Let chill for 12
hours. 
5. To serve, flip casserole over on cutting board and
slice to desired size (even 2-by-2 inch cuts are pre-
ferred). Season cut potatoes with salt and lightly crisp
top and bottom in a pan and then warm in the 375
degrees oven for 5 minutes.
6. Serve with sour cream, caramelized onions and
trout roe.

Porch And Proper’s 
Potato Pave 
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I N GRED I ENTS :
6 oz. of veal cutlets 
3 cloves of garlic 
4 asparagus spears chopped 
4 cherry tomatoes 
2 tbsp. of olive oil
1/3 cup of white wine 
3 lbs. of jumbo lump crabmeat 
2 slices of mozzarella cheese 
Salt and pepper

1. Heat a pan with olive oil, add
the veal cutlets dredged in a little
flour then add the garlic, asparagus
and the cherry tomatoes. Let it
sauté for a minute, add the wine
and the cream.
2. Cover and cook for approxi-
mately five minutes. Then add the
jumbo lump crabmeat and moz-
zarella and melt.
3. Serve it over your choice 
of pasta. 

Iliano 
Cucina 
Mediterranea’s
Veal Lucia
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WHAT TO KNOW ABOUT

MAKING FRESH PASTA
❖

❖

MAKING FRESH PASTA AT HOME IS EASIER THAN YOU THINK—
AND ACCORDING TO MARCELLO DE FEO, OWNER OF VALENTE’S ITALIAN SPECIALTIES IN 

HADDONFIELD, YOU SHOULD START SMALL AND WORK YOUR WAY UP. “IF MAKING PASTA IS 
NEW TO YOU, DO NOT WORRY ABOUT THE SHAPE,” HE SAYS. “KEEP IT SIMPLE. MAKE LONGER,
WIDER NOODLES LIKE FETTUCCINE OR PAPPARDELLE. THAT WILL TAKE ONE VARIABLE OUT OF
THE EQUATION AND ALLOW YOU TO PRACTICE MAKING THE DOUGH UNTIL YOU ARE HAPPY 
WITH THE FLAVOR, TEXTURE AND CONSISTENCY. AT THAT POINT, START EXPERIMENTING.”

★ F L OUR  P OWER ★

The kind of flour you use when making
fresh pasta has a big impact on the final

product. “Avoid using highly refined items with
a longer shelf life and look for freshly stone
milled ancient grains like farro or spelt,” sug-
gests Valente. Chef Nunzio Patruno of Nunzio
Ristorante Rustico in Collingswood says,
“Use a combination of flours, such as 7
percent semolina, 30 percent durum

or double 00 Italian flour.”

T R I C K S  O F  
T H E  T R AD E

You don’t need a lot of high-end kitchen
equipment to make quality homemade pasta. 
A dough scraper, pastry wheel and a rolling pin
can you get you really far. “Don’t have a fusilli
iron? No problem, cut off the bottom of a metal
coat hanger,” offers Valente. Just make sure to

sanitize things first. “To make pasta more
rich, you can add more eggs or to make

it less rich, add more water and
fewer eggs,” advises

Patruno.

★ ★

★ I N  T H E  M I X★

Severino prefers a table top mixer as his ideal
method for mixing pasta and a table top pasta

machine or rolling pin can be used to continuously
press, fold and flatten the pasta until the dough sheets
are thin, even and without any breaks or discolorations.
And always apply a little bit of flour to both sides of the
pasta sheets. “At this point you can either cut the pasta
into a long cut like spaghetti or use a ravioli stamp to
create different shapes for fillings,” he says. “If you

are making stuffed pasta, you should apply an
egg wash to the edges of the dough to

ensure the pasta sticks and holds 
the filling.”
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★ ★
NOW  YOU ’ R E  
C O OK I N G

Despite the involved prep work, home-
made pasta cooks very quickly, so be mindful
when you drop it into the pot. “Fresh pastas
will have a quick boil time and be very deli-
cate,” says Severino. That means spaghetti
can be ready as quickly as two to three
minutes and homemade ravioli will
take no longer than six minutes 

to boil. n

★ KNOW  YOUR  D OUGH★

Different types of pasta call for different formulas,
according to Joe Severino of Severino Pasta Company
in Westmont (pictured). Ravioli or stuffed pastas require
dough with higher moisture and more egg. “Durum wheat

flour is best suited for stuffed pastas because the elasticity will
allow it to stretch and hold fillings without breaking,” he says. 
For longer cuts, try using semolina flour because there is less
need for the pasta to stretch and the harder semolina will add
more  texture. Once you’ve made your dough, you may think 

it’s time to start cooking, but not so fast says Patruno. 
“After you mix the dough, let it rest for 45 minutes 
covered with a kitchen towel,” he advises. This will

allow the glutens to relax and make it more
pliable when it comes time to shape 

your pasta.


